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On Wednesday 15th February 2012 my
world turned upside down when I was
diagnosed with pancreatic cancer. I was not
really unwell but I had that feeling of not being right, so
I consulted a specialist, never thinking for one moment
what the outcome would be. After a long operation and
six months chemotherapy I consider myself one of the
lucky ones, and to date I have been 18 months clear and
I bless every day I am still here. This silent cancer has
been highlighted lately by a storyline in Coronation
Street, where a character was diagnosed with
pancreatic cancer from a routine blood test. In her case
the condition has gone too far to be treated.

Forty years ago few children survived childhood
leukaemia. Now that survival rate is 80%. Forty years
ago only 46% of women and men diagnosed with breast 

cancer survived five years or more. That figure is
now also 80%.

Forty years ago only 3% of people diagnosed
with pancreatic cancer survived five years or more;
today the figure is still 3%.

This cancer rarely makes the headlines and unless 
directly affected, few people are aware of the disease 
and the need for more research. The Pancreatic
Cancer Research Fund was set up in 2004 and exists
not only to address these issues but to be the voice of
pancreatic cancer sufferers, and argue for a fair
allocation of research funding and attention.

This is why I am so passionate about this charity and 
I hope you will help me to support it.

Jenny Sclaire

I always think of the High
Holy Days as autumn
festivals, the gathering of
the harvest, apples dipped
in honey, the onset of
early nights, and the time
to reflect not only on the
year just ending but also
on the passing of summer.
So its somewhat strange

to be writing about the coming New Year whilst we
are enjoying a bit of a heatwave, and one that is
most welcome after the longish winter.

One aspect of the High Holy Days that Council has
to deal with is the decisions about which charities
to support in our annual appeal. Usually, we try to
support one UK based charity, one from Israel, and
something specifically related Woodford - after all
we are a charity and as the saying goes Charity
begins at home. However, last year we took the
decision not to include WLS in our appeal - we
had hoped that we would make sufficient progress
with plans to refurbish the sanctuary that we would
be making requests for financial support for that
project.

I do not have the space to go into details here, but
sadly we did make the progress we were hoping
for and consequently we did not make that request
for financial support. We, therefore, started our
deliberations this year in agreement that Woodford
has to be one of the charities that we ask you to
support. There are many things that we could do -
either new things or doing more than we currently
do - if we knew the funding was there to do so.
So we are not asking for any specific reasons but
that you simply support the charity that you are
members of and allow us the discretion to decide
how best to use the funds raised.

We then set about trying to find another UK based
charity to support; a decision made more difficult
this year because we received a higher than usual
number of nominations from members of our
community. This presented a different but most
welcomed challenge - how do we choose between
worthy causes nominated by our community? In
truth, they are all worthy causes and we could not
reach a clear decision; so, for first time since I
joined Council, we ended taking a secret vote to
determine the final choice.

The winner of the vote is the Pancreatic Cancer
Research Fund (www.pcrf.org.uk) and you can
read more about this charity below written by
Jenny Sclaire, who made the nomination.

Our attention then turned to an Israel-based charity
but now we faced another dilemma. None of the
Israel-based charities on our list were nominated
by our members; the only choices on offer were
unsolicited appeals. Some of these we knew
nothing about and others came from worthy
organisations that we know are very well
supported. This left us with a limited number of
appeals to choose from and none that we have not
supported in recent years.

After much debate, which explored various other
options, we decided not to include an Israeli
charity this year in favour of concentrating our
efforts on the two chosen charities - WLS and
PCRF. I hope that you will support the decision 
by Council to only nominate two charities for our
appeal and that you will generously support these
appeals.

Finally, I look forward to welcoming you to our
High Holy Day services, either at the Synagogue,
the Woodford Memorial Hall, or at both venues! 

I also wish you all a happy and healthy New Year.

Bob Kamall, Chairman
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Shanah Tova



Like most of our teachers, Nathan began as a
volunteer teacher, working with the more
experienced teachers to develop his
confidence and hone his skills. Nathan
is now full of confidence and is an
excellent teacher at our cheder. He
feels at ease teaching the older
children in the religion school,
something that does not come easy 
to most. The children love being in his
class and have progressed brilliantly
under his guidance. Nathan also works
with most of our B’nei Mitzvah pupils, tutoring
them in Hebrew to ensure that they are ready to lead
the service and read from the Torah on their big day.
He has a positive influence on the rest of the staff at
Cheder and always has interesting and innovative
ideas to share. Recently he has been instrumental in
creating a new Hebrew curriculum for the Cheder,
something that has had a positive influence on 
every child in our religion school, from the age of 4 
to 13. We are immensely proud of Nathan and he
thoroughly deserves to be the second recipient of 
the Jack Petchey award at Woodford.

A product of our confirmation class, Izzy
took on the role as a volunteer teacher

before taking on the challenge of
class teaching. She has grown in
confidence as a teacher and
become a much valued and
cherished member of staff.
Teaching both the older children
and the little ones, Izzy has proven

to be a versatile teacher with many
attributes – not least her enthusiasm

and the way in which she nurtures the
youngest children within the Cheder.

Seeing Izzy stomp around the classroom
whilst singing the alphabet, is a thrilling sight.
She is highly reflective and is always willing to
listen to advice  about teaching, which she
always applies and aims to improve on. Izzy is a
one-of-a-kind and will always have a special
place in Woodford’s heart! We will miss her
when she goes to university but hope she will
come back to visit us. She is most definitely 
a worthy recipient of the Jack Petchey award
at Woodford. 
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Both Nathan & Izzy bag the Jack Petchey award!



Over a hundred

congregants

gathered on

Shabbat 14th June

at Woodford Liberal

Synagogue to join in

a very special

Shabbat Service.

The service was

lead by Rabbi

Richard Jacobi and

featured the debut

performance of our

own Woodford

singers and

instrumentalists!

New tunes were learnt and sung with the help of

our choir members and other members playing

instruments, keyboard, drums, guitar, ukelele and

flute, to name but a few. 

The place was

"rocking" with both

young and old

dancing in the

aisles! The

thoroughly new

and modern

approach attracted

many young

families who would

not usually attend

a Friday evening

Shabbat service.

After the service

we all went

upstairs for a buffet supper provided by the

community. Rabbi Jacobi said "It was such a

wonderful atmosphere, with all generations sharing

the service and the buffet meal. Everyone felt great

joy from start to finish".

Merle Muswell
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Shabbat Resouled

Tel: 01992 813370
Mobile: 07973 383985
Email: 
stephen@stephenpoverphotography.com
Web: stephenpoverphotography.com

Stephen Pover
Social and Commercial Photographer

Specialising in social and commercial 
photography including, Bar and Bat 
Mitzvahs, wedding, portraiture and 
pack shots and studio photography



September is coming

late this year and so the

High Holy Days will be

upon us very soon after

you receive this edition

of Bimah. Just three

years ago, Rosh

Hashanah and Ramadan

coincided, yet this year

Ramadan ends nearly four weeks before Rosh

Hashanah. The floating nature of Ramadan in

relation to the secular (Gregorian) calendar and

the seasons of the year cause some difficulties

for Muslims, especially when in the high

northern hemisphere British mid-summer the

day-time fast can last nearly eighteen hours. 

Yet, the nature of Ramadan for most Muslims 

is that these vagaries seem to be accepted as

‘just the way it is’.

By contrast, I have heard, and even contributed

to, some grumbles about the problems caused

by the very early feel of Rosh Hashanah this

year. Its ‘earliness’ is caused by the way in

which the lunar-based Jewish calendar is

adjusted to the solar year, a feat of brilliance

worked out by the rabbis of old.

The problem is this: On average, the moon

revolves around the Earth in about 29.5 days.

The Earth revolves around the sun in about

365.25 days, that is, about 12.4 lunar months. 

The civil calendar used by most of the world has

abandoned any correlation between the moon

cycles and the month, arbitrarily setting the

length of months to 28, 30 or 31 days. The

Jewish calendar, however, coordinates all three

of these astronomical phenomena. Months are

either 29 or 30 days, corresponding to the 29.5-

day lunar cycle. Years are either 12 or 13 months,

corresponding to the 12.4 month solar cycle.

Originally, the Sanhedrin - the court of 70 rabbis

- would decide when the additional month, Adar

1, would be inserted into the calendar. Their task

was to ensure that Pesach, called the Spring

Festival, in the Torah, would always be

celebrated in its season. It was in the fourth

century that Hillel II established the fixed Jewish

calendar, and it has done its job ever since.

To me, this is just one of the myriad of tiny

details that show me the accumulated wisdom

of our Jewish heritage. Recalling this wisdom is

part of our task over the High Holy Days, and

that remembering also makes us aware of our

duty to build upon their achievements by

updating and adapting Judaism for this era. 

I also become very conscious, and I would hope

you do too, that we must not be the “weakest

link” in the chain of tradition.

This year, please adopt ways in which you will

make your own contribution to ensuring that,

sixteen hundred years on from now, Jewish

people will look back on our generation, just as

we look back to that of Hillel II and are grateful

for what they did. Every little action counts - you

can never know fully what impact your positive

actions will have, but doing good deeds will

often bring unexpected rewards.

Lyn, all the family and I wish you a 5774 filled

with good deeds, happiness and good health. 

I hope you will remember that the synagogue

community is here to support every member if

and when things are not good or healthy, just 

as much as we enjoy celebrating good times

with you. During 5774, may we be a generation

which gives those that follow us plenty of

reasons to feel grateful.

Richard
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Early High Holydays … 

This year we are asking for our usual in-date store

cupboard food items to be brought to the shul for

Mitzvah Day delivery to Jason Lee House, the

hostel for homeless people in Ilford.

There are also going to be other projects this year. 

More information will be available at the 

High Holy Day Services.
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The way we were… Ros Avnir

Birthday card, 1930, model unknown

Much is being written, talked about and televised about
the First World War as we approach August 2014.
Portrayed as the war to end all wars, it proved to be one
of the most brutal and bloody, producing unbelievable
levels of carnage, only to be followed just a few years
later by the even more hideous Second World War and
the Holocaust. It is often said that everyone has a story
to tell about their life am sure that is true. That is why I
felt that, at this particular time, it may be of interest to
share some of my experiences of living through the 30s
and 40s.

To put it into perspective, I must go back to 1913, 
the year of my parentsí marriage on Dec. 26th, Boxing
Day because that is when they had a day off from work.
They were both very young Polish immigrants, my
mother from Warsaw, my father from Radomok. My
eldest brother Maurice was born in November 1914,
shortly after the outbreak of war. Life must have been
incredibly hard. My father had been here only a short
while before they married and worked for a pittance as a
tailor. My second brother Alfred was born in November
1915 and in 1918 soon after peace came, my mother
became extremely ill with Spanish flu, which as we know
killed millions. The boys went to school in Balham, South
London, and Maurice was barmitzvah in the little
synagogue of the Nightingale Lane Home, as far as I can
ascertain, the only boy ever to have done so. My father
progressed to being a ‘master tailor’ of ladies wear and
they moved to Teasdale Street, Bethnal Green, home to
many tailors and trouser makers. Fourteen years after
Alfred, I appeared. About that time also my father
became seriously ill with gastric ulcers – in those days a
condition which often proved fatal – and he was forced
to give up the tailoring and the ‘schlepping’ of made-up
garments to the buyers in the West End.

So it was that in 1932 my parents put everything they
had into buying a sweets and tobacco shop at the top of
Richmond Hill in Surrey; they called it ‘The Hill Top’. 
It was such a lovely position overlooking the beautiful
Terrace Gardens and the River Thames. Still very hard
work of course, seven days a week, open all hours. They
were the first in the town to sell Walls Ice Cream
(remember ‘stop me and buy one?’). The first floor over
the shop was turned into a tea-room and did very well on
Sundays. In those days most people could not afford to
go on holiday but a ride out to Richmond on the 73 bus,

with the river, gardens and parks was the next best thing
and the tea-room prospered.

There were quite a few aristocratic families living nearby;
we did newspaper deliveries starting at 6am (without
charge) and it was important to remember to put the
titles on rather than the house number. Around the
corner was the Hotel Stuart, where Betty Nuthall, a very
famous woman tennis player of that period, lived. I also
remember hearing that it was a favourite place for
diplomats on leave from the colonies to stay. Around the
other corner, in beautiful grounds, was the ‘Wesleyan
College’, where Methodist ministers were trained. As a
very little girl I remember being taken by the ‘maiden
ladies’ who lived over the shop next door, named Madge,
Louise and Violet, to the Methodist Chapel down the
road. As you see, no lasting damage was done.

About a mile along the Terrace was the Star & Garter
Home for Disabled War Veterans. About this time, I
remember so well seeing this gentleman in a wheelchair
being pushed by someone who would come into the
shop to buy pipe tobacco for him. The gentleman in the
chair was Major Sir J. B. Brunel Cohen M.P., later K.B.E.
I have since discovered that this wonderful man, who
had been wounded in the battle at Ypres in 1917 and
had had both legs amputated above the knees. He was
in fact part of the foundation committee of the British
Legion in 1921 together with Earl Haig and Winston
Churchill. He was the Honorary Treasurer of the British
Legion for many years but perhaps even more
extraordinary, he was elected M.P. in 1918 for a
constituency in Liverpool (he was born in Toxteth,
Liverpool). He remained an M.P. until 1931. He became
the Parliamentary spokesmen for disabled men and
women and it was largely down to him that the Disabled
Persons Act of 1944 was introduced. 

The building of the Star & Garter Home was completed
in 1926; its purpose was to provide a home and care for
the severely disabled of World War 1, and subsequently,
of course, World War 2. Many spent the rest of their lives
there. Major J. B. Brunel Cohen, throughout his life,
devoted himself to improving the wellbeing of disabled
men and women, also closely involved with St. Dunstans.
He died in 1965; a memorial service was held at the
West End Synagogue. What a privilege to have known
him and to have been of some small service to him.

When war eventually came, on that sunny September
morning in 1939, our shop was full of customers – 
I remember my brother Alfred ushering everyone
downstairs into the cellar when the sirens went off. The
tea-room closed but all the supplies for it were put to
good use. At that time there were already heavy air
defence artillery units in Richmond Park, just along the
road. It soon became common knowledge amongst the
soldiers that if you went along to the hilltop there would
be a warm welcome and free tea, coffee and biscuits.
This went on until the supplies ran out. My father, too
frail to be called up, nevertheless did his bit as an air raid
warden. He was there to help when the Poppy Factory in
Petersham Road, Richmond, which had been started in
1925 to provide employment for war veterans, was
bombed. There were many casualties.

(continued on next page)
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Maurice, together with some other trainee managers
from B.H.S. (British Home Stores), volunteered for the
forces and because he knew how to drive was within
very few weeks in France, in 1939, already a corporal in
the Royal Army Service Corps driving a military
ambulance. Subsequently, he was involved in the
evacuation from Dunkirk in June 1940. Alfred, my fun-
loving brother, spent the whole of his war service with
the anti-aircraft defences at Scapa Flow in the Orkneys.
It was certainly not a very jolly time up there.

The view from the Terrace changed dramatically.
Petersham Meadows were dug up to grow vegetables
and to provide air raid shelters. I remember trying to
sleep on the wooden bench, at the same time holding an
umbrella, because the shelter, although supposed to
protect us from bombs, leaked when it rained. Much of
study time at the local girlsí grammar school 
I attended was spent in the shelters in the playground.
Richmond seemed to attract a lot of attention from the
bombers who followed the Thames. We had a ìradio
locationî school (radar I guess) in Petersham,  as well as
air defences in Richmond Park. Only a couple of weeks
ago I discovered that Richmond Park was headquarters
for a very elite unit of the British Army – the ‘P’s. Early on
in the war we had another very distinguished regular
visitor to our little shop: none other than David Niven. 
He lived with his first wife in a flat on Richmond Hill, and
because he loved chocolate so much, would often come
in when my adoring Mother would give him all the
chocolate bars he wanted, in spite of the rationing. 

He was, of course, utterly charming, a thorough
gentleman and altogether gorgeous. I remember he
never wore a tie (he was a Major at that time) but wore a
cravat instead. The flash on his uniform just had the
letter ‘P,’ as did other officers who came in. Having done
a little research, it transpires that the ‘P’ stood for
‘Phantom’ which was a special reconnaissance unit,
headquarters of which were based in a mansion,
Pembroke Lodge, in Richmond Park. David Niven had
been trained at Sandhurst before finding fame as an
actor in the US, however as soon as war was declared
immediately came back from Hollywood to enlist. So not
only was he such a lovely chap, he was a true patriot
and war hero. He was demobbed with the rank of
lieutenant-colonel, so glad Mum kept him supplied with
chocolate!

It was perhaps reading about the sale of the Star &
Garter Home in April this year which prompted me to
write this. It could no longer be adapted to the needs of
our current veterans and the proceeds are being used to
build three new care homes.

The Poppy Factory is still based in Richmond. From
about the age of 5, I used to stand outside the shop
selling poppies (quite illegal of course but I did collect a
lot of money).

So many memories of that time have come flooding back
– these have been just a few – some funny, some very
sad, but I hope of some interest.

Sincerely, Ros Avnir

Fifty Shades of Grey?
The closest we get to 
that is the queue for 
the hairdressers.

Residents like Betty Weinberg have access to everything
they need, from a well-stocked library to a hair salon.
To find out more see nightingale.org.uk or hammersonhouse.org.uk
Or call 020 8673 3495 / 020 8458 4523

(continued from previous page)



In the May/June issue of
Bimah we reviewed WLS
member Tony Klinger’s first
novel The Butterfly Boy, the
story of Arnie, whose fight
through life between the World
Wars was impacted by the fact
he contracted polio as a young
boy.

From September this
beautifully-written book will be
available in an audio version,
read by the celebrated and
very opinionated radio and
television host, James Whale.

Recently Tony was made an ambassador for the
national charity The British Polio Fellowship and
is donating some of the proceeds of 
The Butterfly Boy to the charity.

Tony writes “I am honoured and enthused to take

on the role of Ambassador for
British Polio Fellowship. A
debilitating condition like PPS
(Post Polio Syndrome),
affecting similar numbers of
people to Parkinson’s Disease,
is certainly a cause that should
be better understood and
supported.

As Polio has such an impact
on the life of The Butterfly Boy
it is fitting that I should choose
The British Polio Fellowship as
the book’s beneficiary charity.

I am looking forward immensely to working with
the charity and to help them spread their important
message.’

Jenny Sclaire

Photo: Tony Klinger (far right) with Gareth Williams and presenter Julia

Roberts.

A Day of Learning
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Tony Klinger and The British Polio Fellowship

Having watched the fascinating

programme ‘If my memory

serves me right’, presented by

Maureen Lipman, my oldest

friend Avril asked me what my

earliest memories were. 

Of course this really got me

thinking. I am sure I can

remember the day our family

moved into the house in

Stradbroke Grove, and the birth

of my brother Stuart two weeks

later. I remember it well because

one minute he wasn’t there and

the next thing my Mum was

bringing him home. I asked

where did he come from and my

Mum definitely told me she had

knitted him! No birds and bees

talk for me, just my first lesson

craft lesson. A memory that

must have shaped my future

because of my love for all kinds

of crafts and my lack of children!

My other earliest memory was a

day of historical learning. It was

the day of the funeral of my dear

grandmother Francis and I was

about 7. Stuart and I had stayed

with an Aunt and Uncle the night

before. On the morning of the

funeral we were picked up by

Avril’s parents, together with

Avril and her sister, to be taken

out for the day. We went up to

town and had lunch at the Lyons

Corner House overlooking

Trafalgar Square. I adored the

Corner Houses and I do

remember going with my

grandmother Francis and buying

tangerine jellies and eating at

The Restful Tray Restaurant. 

Yes I am old enough to

remember the nippy waitresses,

hard to believe but true!

We were eating and chatting

when I turned to Stuart who was

about 4 years old and pointed

out Nelson. I told him that was

Mr Nelson Column on top of that

high pole and that he had done

something or other clever, so

they had put a statue up of him.

Avril’s Mum Phyllis that day gave

me my first history lesson. She 

explained to me that his name

was Horatio Nelson and in actual

fact the pole he was standing on

was the column. So on the day

of my Grandmother funeral, I

learned that Nelson’s surname

was NOT column! 

Again this looks like a memory

that laid a foundation down for

me, my love of quizzes and trivia

and that I always try to check

my facts before sprouting my

knowledge! So maybe after you

have read my lighthearted article

about earliest memories, it has

prompted you to think about

yours.

The Bimah Team are always

asking for articles from everyone

in the community and we often

are told that you cannot think of

anything to write. Well now get

thinking, use your memory and

write an article about your

earliest impressions, sad or

funny; it would make a great

regular feature.

Jenny Sclaire
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When Charity begins at… work
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Do you believe you are a good judge of character, or

do you take pot luck and hope for the best? Have

you ever been let down by someone you trusted?

The company employing me was expanding fast.

When our credit controller Gus heard I needed

another assistant, he told me his wife happened to

be looking for a secretarial job, so I agreed to see

her. Already at the interview it became crystal clear

who would be boss. Gladys (I’ve changed the name)

stipulated what she would or would not be prepared

to do, and the hours that would suit her. Unasked,

she assured me of her ‘utmost loyalty and

punctuality’.  I was intrigued by her unconventional

and  direct attitude, but took the risk of taking her

on. After all, Gus was a long-serving, decent

colleague. As to myself, events would establish that

I was a very poor judge indeed. Today Gladys would

not have had the remotest  chance within five

minutes of any meeting.

Whenever I required urgent assistance, she was

missing. I now began to receive reports that my

‘help’ was calling on a number of sections,

departments, buildings, factory workshops and

offices on our company’s  large industrial  estate in

Herts.  Having  a business appointment  away from

the site, I could not investigate there and then.  

On return to my office  I was welcomed  by a new

hat and coat stand, apparently bequeathed  to me

by a  benevolent fairy or other kind donor.  A few

days later one of my  chairs had mysteriously

disappeared. It came to light that during her

absences from the desk, Gladys was travelling over

the extended works area, surveying what she could

improve upon by exchanging or removing  furniture

and other articles and having  them transported  to

her chosen destinations. Possibly motivated by a

sincerely-held  ‘charitable’ desire (one must allow

the benefit of doubt), she would redistribute the

company’s assets where in her wisdom she

considered they should be allotted a more fitting

resting place or enhance and adorn a more

deserving working environment. 

There had to be winners and losers, though those

newly blessed with somewhat discoloured umbrella

stands and other such desirable office accessories

triumphed over those parted from their long-

cherished and necessary cabinets and book cases.

Her enthusiastic  endeavours knew no bounds and

were misplaced in every sense of that word. The

strange happenings now came to the attention of

the stores manager, whose duty it was to maintain

accurate records of the status and actual position of

furniture,  equipment and machinery. The

unauthorised transfers would make stocktaking and

auditing a nightmare. My reprimands induced

Gladys to emit a loud raucous laugh, sounding not

unlike a threat.  She instructed me she was well

aware of the need for discipline and following

accepted practices. However, if in her humble  view

something needed changing, be that of a physical,

procedural or moral  nature, she felt impelled to act

without reference to anyone. Even at home she

refused to be bound by routine or convention,

revealing  that if Gus,  who she stated she was

married to in name only, did not approve,  it was just

too bad;  he could fend for himself and so allow her

the freedom to which she felt entitled. She was

humoured by many of the staff, feeling  sad for Gus,

who moreover had a small physical disability. 

Gladys’ leisure  was spent doing the rounds of her

neighbourhood, then writing to local papers

complaining about the council, trees, stray dogs and

cats and other real or imagined issues, but her mind

was not on the job for which she had been

engaged. The affair had almost reached its climax

when one of our representatives had politely asked

her to make a cup of coffee. The request was

ignored. Making drinks for staff, representatives and

visitors had been one of the agreed duties as per

job description and her signed  contract. At the

initial interview she had informed me she would

‘take instructions’ (her words) from no one but

myself. Twice more she was asked for coffee. After

a pregnant and  ominous pause Gladys, smiling

portentously, filled the rep’s mug to just short of the

brim with instant  coffee granules, before adding  a

mere drop of hot water. Then, with a flourish and  by

sheer luck (ours) she mercifully avoided the mug

being smashed to bits upon it being forcefully

‘deposited’ on the man’s desk. 

There were more incidents of inappropriate conduct

and insubordination. Following my further unheeded

warnings, I had had more than  enough of the circus

and bade her a much belated but fond and instant

farewell. Thus the Gladys Charity was to run out of

movable funds and folded as swiftly as it had

begun. All the staff who had witnessed the events

had been accommodating and patient. Out of

respect for the work  and loyalty of her poor

suffering husband they had put up with her

changing moods.

Within a week of  her dismissal  I received a

personal letter, in which my dear ‘ex’ expressed 

her ‘sincerest gratitude for my kindness and

consideration and for having  given her

employment’. This, she continued, had at last

enabled her to  purchase  the carpet she had seen

and admired in a store window  and had wanted for

so long. I had served my purpose!

Alice Alexander 
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A Triple Celebration  –  baby blessing of Sam Lorinc-

A busy day at WLS on Saturday

20th July as the Family & Tots

service at Woodford also included 

a triple celebration – the baby

blessing of Samuel Lorinc-Young,

the 'Tree of Life' leaves for some of

our recent Bar or Bat Mitzvah

celebrants, and the end-of-year

achievements of all our Cheder kids

(or at least those who were day for

the last day of term).

We estimate that over 100 people

packed into the Synagogue for the

service and all the celebrations. We

also took the opportunity to say

fond farewells and wish good luck

to Hannah, Izzy, and Nathan, three

of our Cheder teachers who are

leaving to go to University.

The celebrations concluded with the

premiere of the 'Aleph-Bet' video

featuring the 2013 Cheder children,

which you can see on our website

at http://wp.me/P1pOae-1p.

Afterwards there was a suitably

celebratory Kiddush provided jointly

by the Lorinc-Young family and our

New Generations committee.

Sadly, there was none of the home-

made challah made by the Cheder

children a few weeks earlier!

Yasmina with her challah that she made at cheder
and baked at home on 29th June, following a
whole cheder activity of challah-making – an
enjoyable, messy and yummy time had by all!

Baby Sam Lorinc-Young with his Great Grandfather, Ben Rosen

Above: Ben Charles, Rosamund Liebeskind and Leah Simmons

Below: Hannah and Nathan with Di Kamall
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1

2

3

4

Pic 1 - Bereishit Class
l to r:  Samuel, Louie, Tali, Saul, Naomi, Reuben and Olivia

Pic 2 - Shmot Class
l to r:  Maja, Dominik, Barnaby, Joseph, Gisele, Scarlett and
Isaiah

Pic 3 - Vayikra Class
l to r:  Eve, Isaac, Tobi, Louis and Louie

Pic 4 - Bemidbar Class
l to r:  Jordan, Sasha, Ethan, Isabelle and Ezra

Above : children reading the Torah

Below:  full house at the Triple Celebration
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Friday, 26 October 2012 started out like any

other workday for Steven Davies*.  Until his boss

called him into his office, told him he was being

made redundant and would he please clear his

desk and leave straight away.

Steven was a senior compliance officer with a

leading financial services company, with a wife

and two children under six.    

Three months down the line and in the depths of

despair, a friend suggested he contact Resource,

the charity that provides free professional advice,

support and training for Jewish people seeking

employment.  Although he was a bit

embarrassed and wasn’t sure how they could

help him, Steven made the call.

At Resource Steven was assigned his own

dedicated adviser and together, at their initial

one-to-one session, they agreed a plan of action

to meet his specific needs.  He attended their

two-day introductory seminar programme, which

covered practical tips on coping with

unemployment, preparing an effective CV,

interview skills, networking skills and a whole lot

more.

Steven said he really needed his CV to stand out

and found all the advice from Resource

invaluable in helping him achieve a higher ‘strike

rate’ of interviews. 

The Resource Networking team also sprang into

action.   They were able to set Steven up to meet

networked contacts at four companies.   As a

result, Steven is now successfully settled into a

well-paid position, with excellent prospects, at a

leading investment company. 

He said: “It was a really difficult time for me and

my family and I had begun to fear for the future.

But the expertise and support I received from

Resource proved invaluable. It’s an excellent

service within the community and we are

fortunate to have it.”

Resource, the Jewish Employment Advice

Centre, is a charity based in Finchley, with

satellite services in Redbridge and Stamford Hill.

Led by volunteers who are all HR and business

experts, it offers free confidential one-to-one

guidance and a wide range of seminars to help

its clients to succeed in today’s jobs market.

If you would like further information or to make

an appointment, please call 020 8346 4000 or

visit www.resource-centre.org.

* Client’s identity has been changed to protect his

anonymity.

Article from Resource,

the Jewish employment advice centre 

For further information please 

phone 020 8346 4000

or e-mail  office@resource-centre.org

“Help, I’ve been made redundant… ”
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The Ba’alei Tefilah Residential Weekend

In June two of our members, Nick Young and

Daniel Clarke, attended the Ba'alei Tefilah

Residential Weekend at the Barnes Close

Retreat near Birmingham. The course, which

trains Liberal Judaism’s lay leaders, is

coordinated by our own Rabbi Richard Jacobi

along with a team from LJ. Here is what Nick

wrote about the weekend.

We all knew that our compasses as lay leaders

would be detuned, retuned and irrevocably

altered over the course of the weekend, so it

was slightly concerning when our taxi's sat-nav

packed up en route, and we found ourselves

driving off the beaten track up a winding, muddy

pathway towards what looked like farmland. We

needn’t have worried however; we were in safe

hands in every sense, and shortly the Barnes

House appeared in front of us, sitting serene at

the brow of the hill.

The calm, remote setting provided the perfect

environment for a weekend of reflection,

learning and sharing different aspects and

issues relating to lay leading.

The schedule was scaffolded around the

services; Erev Shabbat, Shabbat morning,

afternoon and Shachrit; led by the Ba'alei Tefilah

themselves. What a pleasure it was to share

traditions, practices and musical settings from

different branches of LJ! In order to support our

development we were each assigned to observe

and provide feedback to another of the lay

leaders- all constructive of course; while another

lay leader provided similar mentoring for us.

This added another dimension to the

relationships that were formed and to what was

an intensive but deeply rewarding weekend.

Highlights, aside from the food which was

wholesome and tasty and the desserts which

had some of us wishing for seconds, were

sessions based on presentation led by Robin

Sampson, a former graduate of the programme.

Robin’s Monty Python-esque parody of every

presentation nuance (and faux pas) imaginable

was as gripping as it was amusing - and at

times very convincing. The session then became

a service-leading laboratory, as we took turns to

work on aspects of our own delivery, whether

voice projection, leading singing or

communicating and connecting with a

congregation. We were exposed before our

peers and out of our comfort zones but the

warmth, support and encouragement as well as

invaluable guidance came from all directions.

That input was useful almost immediately, as

Sunday morning's sessions focused on our

delivery of Divrei Torah that we had composed

in preparation for the weekend. We presented

these in front of a group composed of our tutors

and peers, some of whom were assigned 

X-factor style judging roles each targeting

particular aspects of delivery. Again, we willed

each other through what could have been a very

stressful process, fascinated by the range of

perspectives and insights offered by the

presentations. The feedback, varied and highly

pertinent, will also prove crucial for our

development as service leaders.

It was with mixed feelings that I left the group

early on Sunday to attend my son's first

birthday party back in London. I had the best

reason for leaving, but at the same time didn't

want to miss any time spent with the group and

our inspiring facilitators, Rabbi Richard Jacobi,

Rabbi Sandra Kviat and Robin Sampson. Our

‘lay leading compasses’ had indeed been 

de-aligned and re-aligned, but so joyfully and

masterfully that there’s no doubt that they were

now pointing more strongly than ever in the right

direction

I would like to thank once again the facilitators

and all those involved in organising the

weekend. It was a welcoming, peaceful setting

for a very worthwhile, stimulating set of

workshops; the perfect way to develop as

Ba'alei Tefilah. It was also however a chance to

spend time and get to know a terrific group of

people and to gain a sense of some of the

wonderfully talented lay leaders within the

Liberal movement. I would also take this

opportunity to thank the community and leaders

of Woodford Liberal Synagogue for sponsoring

me in working towards this accreditation. I look

forward to putting these experiences and all of

this input to good use for the benefit of our own

congregation.

Nick Young
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The East End trip … 

I thought a little about what it was like to grow up

Jewish in the area of London which thrives in

diversity. I was even more interested as my father

wasn't bought up in this country so I also was

curious as to how he felt when coming to the east

end from a Jewish family. 

I was very excited about the tour and my excitable

expectations were met and went beyond. Our tour

guide was very energetic which helped us relive

the moments she talked about with the Jewish

families living and growing up here. She also

educated us in the fact there was a lot of bad living

which Jewish people had to go through in the east

end at the time. 

My favourite part of the tour was the visit to the old

synagogue. Down a back road there lay a beautiful

synagogue which screamed the ethical traditional

warming Jewish heartbeat. It really made me feel

as though I was there in the era our guide talked

about with so much passion. She also mentioned

the book 'Children Of The Ghetto' by Israel

Zangwill, speaking so highly of his accurate choice

of words to portray the old Jewish East End. 

However of course many of us would say our

favourite part of the tour included the trip to the

bagel shop where we got many choice of

traditionally made warm bagels. The day was a

great success and the weather was so nice.

This tour also encouraged me to buy the 

book by Israel Zangwill, and I would highly

recommend if its possible to grab this opportunity

to go on the tour if it arises again.

Freya
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… a little bit of history 

I guess I am a true East-ender. Born in 1937 in

Bow E3 and educated in a Secondary Modern

School in Whitechapel, I only managed to

"escape" the area when I married in June 1961. 

I did spend 3 years during the War with my

mother's parents in Oxford but did not manage a

place at the University! Too young or not clever

enough, I guess.

Walking around Brick Lane some 52 years later

was a real journey into the past, although I visited

my mother regularly in the same flat where I was

born until her death six years ago.  My sister still

lives there, so my connection has remained.

However, I really only knew of Petticoat Lane

Market in my youth because my parents worked in

a fashion shop on Sundays in Brick Lane to help

make ends meet.

Since the "Go London Tour", I have found out

some interesting facts, and confirmed some I

vaguely already knew.

My Great Grandfather on my father's side, came

from Poland in the late 1890s, I believe.  He was

the founder member with a fellow Pole from the

Rappaport family branch, of the Princelet Street

Synagogue off Brick Lane. It is now apparently a

Heritage Museum and I wonder if this was pointed

out to us by our tour guide Rachel Kolsky. Does

anyone recall the name of the Museum she did

point out?  There was also some connection with

Wilkin Street which may have been the original

location. I have now found out that my father had

his Barmitzvah there.

Another piece of family history is still on view.  

At the junction of Backchurch Street and

Commercial Street is a block of flats / offices built

by my Great Grandfather still bearing the name

"Kirstein Mansions". I am told he was the first

Jewish printer in London and was friends with 

King George V, at a time when his business was

very prosperous. He belonged to the same

Masonic Lodge as the King. Alas, the "wealth"

and the Royal connection has long gone!

All in all, my journey down memory lane has

helped me focus on the history and put it together

as outlined above. 

As you read this I hope you have enjoyed sharing

the experience with me.

Ivor Kirstein
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Razzamatazz get the Friendship Club tapping their toes!

Knit & Knatter 
square up

There will be a warmer winter
for someone in Eastern Europe
when they receive the result of
our Knit & Knatter afternoons!

The next Knit & Knatter 
date is 

SUNDAY 22nd SEPTEMBER
at 2pm in the shul.

Left to right - Jenny, Sue, Di, Lyn,
Stephanie, Marlene, Margaret 

and Lee

Friendship Club at WLS always has a wonderful

atmosphere, full of fun and laughter. 

On 21st July we were royally entertained by a

fantastic pair of singers called Razzamatazz,

and from the beginning of their performance 

the place was rocking.

We paused as always for the delightful

refreshments and then this talented pair

continued till the end of the afternoon. 

Many were up and dancing especially one of our

guests, Paula, who is 100 years old, pictured

here with one of the singers.

Please come and join us for our next get

together. 

Sunday 29th September 
Quiz by David & Tina Gold and Jenny  

2-4 pm
£3 per person
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A trio of Summer Weddings

Right - The Wedding of Jo and Karl

On 30th June, after two years of planning, we finally had
our wedding and tied the knot. The day was amazing for
both of us and all the family, and made only more
special by the support of WLS members.

We would like to thank Richard who took an amazing
service which received the nicest feedback from
everyone.

The Choir, consisting of ten members, put on an
incredible performance which was delightfully enhanced
by Chris playing the beautiful sound of the organ. We
received so many wonderful comments, and it really was
a privilege having them all at our wedding. We are so
proud to be part of such a special community.

Jo and Karl

Left - Zara and Ben Fryer,
Sunday 26 May. Ceremony
and reception at the Law
Society

Left - Mark and Kate Ludwin, who married on 24th July and celebrated their
marriage on 27th July with a reception at Manor Barn.
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Harry Dacosta-Fraser
Jodie Simmons

Josh Hurst
James Peterson

Charlie Rose
Talia Gee

Jack Baker-Merry
Maayan Cohen-Morton

Freddie Osborn
Amber Osborn

Katie-Joy Rothstein
Miles Rothstein 

Ben Permutt

Carmel Charles

Alex Dacosta-Fraser

Leah Simmons

Hannah Fellman

James Rose

Yasmina Hurst

Olivia Nineberg

Dylan Cooper-Parry

Sophie Gillespie

Nathan Wilson

a speedy recovery
to all who are unwell at this time 

Friendship
Club @WLS

2–4pm

£3.00 pp

Mazel Tov to Rachel & Richard Poole
on the recent birth of their baby son James,

a brother for Zachary

Sunday 29th September
Quiz by David & Tina Gold and Jenny

2 - 4pm

Please ring:
Harriet (020 8524 4505) 

or Nicola (020 8418 9586)
to book your place, ensuring  

we can adequately cater

Condolences…
to the family and friends of

Barbara Chess on her recent

passing

to the family and friends of

Cyril Wiseman on his recent

passing

New
Members

Tomas & Laura Jones

As father of the bride, Jo, I’d
like to add my sincere thanks,
and those of my wife Sandra, to
Richard and all at WLS who
were instrumental in making
my daughter’s wedding day so
special.

As a member of the synagogue
for over thirty seven years, I
feel privileged to belong to such
a wonderful congregation.

Paul Ludwin

The stone setting for my dear late mum
LEAH GROBER

will be on Sunday 6th October 2013
1.30pm

at the Adath Yisroel, Silver Street, 
Goffs Oak, Waltham Cross, EN7 5JE. 

Tina Gold
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London Theatre Reviews Sue Kaye recommends …

The Captain of Kopenick
Olivier Theatre

This play was one I studied for
German ‘A’ Level and I
remembered it as a very funny
satire. As it starred Antony Sher,
that was a second good reason to
see it.

I’m not sure whether I
remembered it with greater
fondness than I should but I was
rather disappointed when I saw
the play. The action takes place in
Berlin in 1910 when a petty
criminal Wilhelm Vogt (played by
Antony Sher) is releases from
prison penniless and homeless,
without the identity papers he
needs to get either.

He picks up a military uniform in a
second-hand shop and his life
changes completely and he finds
he can do almost anything when
he wears a Captain’s uniform.

This is a famous satire on how
people judge by appearances,
which has huge relevance to
contemporary society.  My
criticism is that the whole cast,
including Sher, played it too much
like a Whitehall farce for my taste.
The serious content got lost in
slamming doors, people falling
over and the other moments of
absurdity.

Fun but not really for me

Relatively Speaking 
Wyndham’s Theatre

Now this one was for me. I have to
see everything by Alan Ayckbourn
who I think is the funniest living
British playwright and this one did
not disappoint

The plot, like many of Ayck-
bourn’s best, revolves around
mistaken identity and the
confusions that arise as a result.
Greg (Max Bennett) goes to meet
the couple he thinks are the
parents of his girlfriend Ginny
(Kara Tointon).  Things are not as
they seem and a brilliant comedy
of misunderstandings is the result.

Felicity Kendai is wonderful as
Sheila, who tries to make sense of
a bewildering  afternoon.  Her
husband Philip (Jonathan Coy)
contributes to her bafflement by
having been economical with the
truth regarding Ginny. Brilliant
performances from all four.

Don’t try to look at this play
logically.  Just sit back and 
enjoy it.

Passion Play
Duke of York’s Theatre

Peter Nichols is another great
English writer but he excels at
dramas which are dark and
provocative. This play is a potent
mix of deception, intimacy and
desire, stripping bare the realities
of the marriage of Eleanor (Zoe
Wanamaker) and James (Owen
Teale) when a young friend Kate
(Sian Thomas) comes into their
lives.

Not one for the easily shocked, it
is a frank and explicit portrayal of
the effect on a seemingly happy
marriage when a new sexual
partner is brought into the mix.

The cast are all excellent and the
direction by David Leveaux is tight
and fast-moving. Riveting stuff,
but you might need something
stronger than tea afterwards.

The Audience
Gielgud Theatre

This play by Peter Morgan has had
a lot of press, centring on Helen
Mirren’s portrayal of the Queen.  If
the Queen is going to be shown
on film or stage, Helen Mirren
seems to have the market
cornered.  She looks, sounds and
behaves as I expect the Queen to
do and |I found her portrayal
absolutely extraordinary.

This play gives us a window on
the private audiences given by the
Queen to 12 prime Ministers
during the 60 years she has been
on the throne. Until now, they have
been strictly private, giving both
monarch and Prime Minister the
opportunity to be absolutely frank
without worrying whether it will
appear on Twitter the next day.

My only criticism is that some
PM’s were caricatures while others
were human beings, with strengths
and weaknesses fairly explored.  
I think Peter Morgan’s political
views showed at times when
greater objectivity would have
made the play even better. A 
small quibble as most of the
characterisations were excellent.
My favourite performances came
from Edward Fox as Winston
Churchill, Nathanial Parker as
Gordon Brown and Roger McCabe
as Harold Wilson. 

However it is essentially a bravura
performance from Helen Mirren,
The changes of costumes, hair
and makeup are amazing and are
done at lightning speed as we go
backward and forwards in time
from 1953 to the present day
.Amazingly well done.  They didn’t
seem to get anything wrong.

A thoroughly enjoyable evening at
the theatre.  Well worth the price
of the ticket.




